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Artillery X3 Plus 3D Printer
The Artillery X3 Plus 3D printer is a device that combines advanced technology with reliability and performance. This makes it an ideal
tool  for  anyone  who  values  quality  and  precision  in  the  3D  printing  process.  The  X3  Plus  was  created  to  meet  the  needs  of  both
professionals and hobbyists. This model is an excellent choice for a wide range of users.
 
Thoughtful design
A sturdy frame made of metal and ABS provides a solid base for the X3 Plus printer. This design guarantees the stability of the device,
which is crucial for precise and accurate printing. As a result, users can rest assured that their designs will be produced with the utmost
precision.  However,  despite  its  sturdy  design,  the  X3  Plus  printer  remains  relatively  lightweight,  weighing  just  13.4  kg.  Its  compact
dimensions (507 × 492 × 650 mm) make it  easy to carry and set up anywhere. This means you can work on your projects no matter
where you are.
 
Impressive prints
The large work area allows you to create impressive designs as large as 300 × 300 × 400 mm. In addition, the maximum print speed of
300 mm/s allows you to complete jobs quickly, which is important for both professional and hobbyist use. Note: Suggested print speed is
150-200 mm/sec.
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High performance filament
The 0.4 mm diameter nozzle and support for 1.75 mm diameter filaments allow versatile use of various materials such as PLA, ABS, TPU
and PETG. A maximum nozzle temperature of 300°C means you have full control over the printing process, regardless of the material you
choose. The direct extruder with dual gears guarantees smooth and precise extrusion of the filament,  resulting in better print quality.
This solution ensures consistent feeding of the material and minimizes the risk of jams.
 
Precise and stable platform
The print platform is a key component that ensures excellent adhesion and even heat distribution. This greatly facilitates and improves
print quality. The X3 Plus features 49 points of intelligent automatic leveling, which makes the table calibration process much easier and
faster. This allows users to achieve excellent printing results without the need for complicated manual adjustments.
 
Advanced technologies
Thanks to its 32-bit STM32 motherboard, the X3 Plus printer runs smoothly and efficiently. It supports 8 languages, making it easy for
users from different regions to use the device. The 4.3-inch color touchscreen makes navigating and configuring the printer intuitive and
enjoyable.
 
Reliable stability
Dual Z-axes and dual motors provide excellent stability and higher printing accuracy, even with more complex designs. This ensures that
every element of your design will be accurate and as intended.
 
 
ManufacturerArtilleryModelX3 PlusFrame materialMetal + ABSWeight13.4 kgDimensions507 × 492 × 650 mmPrint size300 × 300 × 400
mmMax.  print  speed300  mm/sSuggested  speed150-200  mm/secNozzle0.4  mmFilament1.75  mmCompatible  FilmsPLA,  ABS,  TPU,
PETGMax.  nozzle  temperature300°CPrint  platformPEI  magnetic  spring  steelMax.  hotbed  temperature100°CHotbed  power
supplyDC36V-300WMachine  power  supplyDC24V100W  +  DC36V300WMotherboard  typeSTM32-bitSupported  languages8Connection
methodTF card, type C cableTouch screen4.3-inch color touch screen

Preço:

Antes: € 345.0027

Agora: € 317.00
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